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Refer a Friend!

Here's what you do: 
Go to referihcreditunion.com1.
Complete and personalize the referral form2.
When your friend opens any new checking account, you’ll both get a FREE gift! Choose
from an Amazon.com gift card OR select from our current in-branch gift options.

3.

It’s that easy! So refer your friends today and get FREE gifts!

Click here to refer a friend today!

Other fees such as non-sufficient funds, overdraft, sustained overdraft fees, etc. may apply. See fee
schedule for details. Free gift card
provided at the time of account opening. Ask us for details. Credit Union rules and regulations apply.
American Share Insurance insures
each account up to $250,000. Excess Share Insurance Corporation provides up to an additional
$250,000 of insurance per account. This
institution is not federally insured. MEMBERS’ ACCOUNTS ARE NOT INSURED OR GUARANTEED
BY ANY GOVERNMENT OR
GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED AGENCY.
This advertisement is sent on behalf of IH Credit Union, 5000 Urbana Road, Springfield, OH 45502. If
you wish to opt-out of receiving
emails or any other commercial messages from IH Credit Union, send notification to IH Credit Union,
5000 Urbana Road, Springfield, OH
45502, or unsubscribe here. If you have any questions, call us at 1.800.576.4428 or come see us at
one of our convenient locations.
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How to Transfer Retirement Savings If You Die
Take the right steps to protect your legacy

When people think about retirement, their top concern is usually whether they will have enough
money to live comfortably. Unfortunately, though understandably, they often forget about their
eventual death, but building retirement savings isn’t just about making money — it’s also about
protecting it. To make life as easy as possible for your loved ones after you have died, you should
ensure you have set things up correctly.

Spouse vs non-spouse
beneficiary

Sonya Stinson, contributing
reporter for Bankrate.com, says
that the main considering is simple:
who do you really want to get your
money? “For most married people,
leaving the account to a spouse
makes the most sense,” she
answers in a March 2010 article.

Your surviving spouse has the
most flexibility with what they can
do with an IRA or 401(k), such as
rolling the account over into their
own retirement account or treating
it as their own without any tax
penalties. You will also need a
notarized signature from your
spouse if you are married and wish
to leave your retirement plan to someone else, though they’ll have fewer benefits.

“Non-spouse beneficiaries cannot roll over an inherited IRA into their own account, nor can they treat
the IRA as their own,” Bill Fay writes for Debt.org. “In addition, non-spouse beneficiaries could be
liable for paying estate taxes if the value of the retirement account plus other inherited assets
exceeds estate tax exemptions.”

It is likely a better choice to name anyone — whether it is your spouse, your children or even a charity
— than to name no beneficiary at all. Fay advises that if there is no beneficiary when you die, the law
lumps the money into the general estate. What happens to your hard-earned money in that case will
be decided by a court system, and it could fall in the wrong hands.

Name a trust as your beneficiary

Naming a trust as their beneficiary is a common strategy for those concerned that their heir can’t be
fully trusted with the money. “That might be a minor child, a spendthrift or the spouse of a 2nd
marriage,” says Sheyna Steiner in a January 2016 article for Bankrate.com. “In the last instance, a
trust is often set up for those who want to leave enough money for the care of their spouse and then
direct any remaining funds to go to their children after the spouse passes.”

Designing a trust, however, is a complex process fraught with possible complications. Denise
Appleby, founder and owner of Appleby Retirement Consulting, strongly recommends consulting with
a competent attorney or estate planning professional for assistance. She advises that designating a
trust “is effective only if all the parties involved—especially the IRA owner, the IRA custodian, the
trustee of the trust and any attorneys representing the beneficiary—agree on the interpretation of the
provisions of the trust and applicable laws,” Appleby writes in a May 2018 article for Investopedia,
before adding that conflicting interpretations could lead to a delay in the arrangement of assets and to
frustration for all those involved.

Stay up to date on your paperwork

It is critical that you keep your paperwork up to date throughout your life. Some of the bitterest family
feuds occur when a loved one dies whose intentions, though perhaps known among a few in private,



had not been put down in writing. “With each major life event—a marriage, the birth of a child or
grandchild, a divorce, the death of a close family member—you should review your beneficiary form
and update it if needed,” Stinson advises.

Drawing up a perfect plan in case you die is no easy task. To ensure you get everything right, work
with a professional and revisit and update your will throughout your life.
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Types of Insurance College Students Should
Consider
These insurance options will add security during the initial college
transition

Enrolling in college can be one of the most exciting and nerve-wracking periods that a young adult will
experience. Getting ready for freshman year involves a lot of preparation, between communicating
with future roommates and acquiring all of the supplies needed during their years of higher education.
However, there is one vital aspect of college life that many students unfortunately overlook: insurance.
It is important for these new students to recognize and acquire the different types of insurance
documents they may need during their time at university.

Health insurance

Staying healthy in college involves
more than just avoiding the
dreaded “freshman 15.” It also
requires students to have a
dependable source of health
insurance. Fortunately, under the
country’s current health care
system, dependents under the age
of 26 can stay covered by their
parent’s insurance in most
instances. HealthCare.gov explains
that there are even options to apply
for coverage with parents, if
students enroll in a university
located in a separate state.
Unfortunately, not every new
college student can be claimed as
a dependent. Chris Kissell of
Bankrate notes that many schools
offer their own health insurance plans to enrolled students, and these plans are often less expensive
than the average health care coverage.

Car insurance

In recent years, many individuals have been waiting to acquire their driver’s license until they are out
of high school. As such, many newly enrolled students may need to sign up for automotive insurance
as they are beginning their freshman year of college. NerdWallet finance writer Barbara Marquand,
writing for the Los Angeles Times, notes that a new student’s car insurance will depend on whether or
not they bring a car to college in the first place. If the student doesn’t bring a car, parents may want to
ask about an away-at-school discount for their family auto insurance coverage. On the other hand,
insurance prices may increase if a young adult does take a car to college, especially if that
educational institution is in a different state from where their parents live.

Renters insurance 

Barbara Kiviat of Consumer Reports notes that only 41 percent of U.S. renters have insurance
policies, and that number is even lower for college students. When college students rent an apartment
or house while attending college, the landlord’s property insurance will likely cover the majority of
damage caused to the property itself, according to Jean Folger of Investopedia. However, only renters
insurance will cover the personal property of the residents. Kelli B. Grant of CNBC notes the
importance of renters insurance for college students because while campus crime is generally very
rare, burglary is the most common on-campus crime. Without renters insurance, students will have a
difficult time covering the costs of any property stolen or lost during a burglary.

For a majority of students, their freshman year of college will be the first time when they are truly on
their own. Therefore, they will definitely want to make sure they are covered by several insurance
plans to help them ease their minds during this potentially stressful chapter of their lives.



plans to help them ease their minds during this potentially stressful chapter of their lives.
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Do You Need to be Preapproved for a Car Loan?
Being better prepared for your next new vehicle purchase

Whether you’re buying a new vehicle out of need or simply because you feel you are due for an
upgrade, making a purchase that large usually means you will be paying with a loan. If you arrive at
the negotiating table preapproved, the whole process of buying a car becomes much easier.

More transparency

One of the ways dealerships make
more money from selling a vehicle
to you is by acting as an agent for
the banks that will issue you a loan.
In many cases, a dealership will
have relationships with a number of
banks that enable them to profit
even further from the sale.
According to Paul Cantagallo’s
May 2018 article for SmartAsset,
this often means that when a
dealer finds a loan for you, they
tuck in mark-ups, fees or even
additional interest to get a piece of
the pie for themselves. When you
go into your bank branch and apply
for a loan, no one will be attempting
to secretly draw more money out of
you. This also means that you’re
more likely to earn a lower interest rate on the loan.  

More comfort on the lot

When a bank preapproves you for an auto loan, you know exactly how much you can spend on a
vehicle. Before you hit a dealership lot for a test drive, look up the tax rate for its area so you can
calculate how much you can pay for a car before sales tax. Holly Johnson, writer for The Simple
Dollar, says that when you’re preapproved for a loan, you don’t need to look at the sticker price of the
vehicle and try to calculate payments and possible interest rates as you browse inventory. You can
use all of your brain power to find the car that’s best for you.

Power at the negotiation table

According to Phillip Reed, an automotive expert with NerdWallet, you should be treated the same as a
customer who is ready to pay cash for a vehicle when you walk into a dealership preapproved for a
loan. While a sales consultant might ask you how much you want to pay per month for a vehicle, you’ll
instead know how much the bank authorized you to borrow. You can nicely tell the salesperson that
you are not financing with them, and you should be talking about the overall price of the car.

When you finally pick a car and sit down at the table, you have more control with a loan already
available. The dealership might try to persuade you to buy add-ons you don’t want. To that, you can
simply say you’re not preapproved for an amount to cover those features. If you are buying a new car
and the dealership isn’t bringing down the price enough, you have the power to take your loan
somewhere else and get a better deal.

Buying a car can be a stressful process when you’re not sure who you can trust and don’t know when
someone is trying to make extra money from you. Heading into the experience, knowing exactly how
much you can afford and where the money is coming from is one big step in the direction of getting
you on the road at the lowest price possible.
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Becoming an Angel Investor
Angel investing comes with high risks and high rewards

Angel investors are entrepreneurs and accredited investors who provide financing for small startups or
businesses that are still in early stages. If you have the funds, the potential rewards of becoming an
angel investor can be very attractive, but the risks are also numerous, highlighting the importance of
understanding all the variables involved.

Legal considerations

The first barrier to becoming an
angel investor is a legal one. “You
have to be what’s known as an
‘accredited investor,’ which means
you have to have $1 million in
assets (not including your main
residence) or bring in upwards of
$200,000 a year,” explains Daniel
Kurt in a May 2015 article for
Investopedia.com.

It’s also important to understand
the business structure. According
to the U.S. Census Bureau, about
half of all startup businesses fail
within the first five years.  Business
journalist Craig Guillot reminds
potential backers that, if the
business goes under, certain styles
of organization can leave angel investors personally on the hook for any debts or unpaid bills.

“Investors should think hard about limiting their liability,” he writes in an October 2013 article for
Bankrate.com, before recommending that angel investors “[stick] with a limited liability corporation, or
LLC. One of the most important attributes of an LLC is that owners are not usually liable for company
debts.”

Don’t expect a quick payday

As mentioned, investing in a startup represents a big risk — and it’s not just because half of them fail
within five years. Among those that don’t fail, “only a small fraction provide the big returns — at least
ten times the initial investment — that angels target,” Kurt writes. “Even when the company does well,
investors shouldn’t expect a quick payday. On average, it takes five to 10 years for firms to either find
a buyer or cultivate enough interest to have a successful IPO.”

This highlights another reason to have a lot of spare capital: to successfully become an angel investor,
it is strongly recommended to diversify and invest in multiple ventures. “That increases the odds of
getting into a stellar investment that more than makes up for the clunkers,” Kurt advises.

As a result, it is important not to invest money you would have otherwise counted on, such as for
retirement or for your child’s college tuition. If you decide to become an angel investor, you should
only do so with the expectation that you might lose most — or even all — of your money.

Do your research

“Entrepreneurs often have visions of grandeur for their business but lack the plans to truly implement
them in practice,” warns Guillot. He says angel investors should get as much information as possible
about everyone involved in the management of the business, as well as about the industry and
competition. Additionally, you should “request a full written business plan complete with a business
description, marketing plan, financial plan, market analysis and SWOT analysis.”

Kurt agrees with the need for more information, and he suggests face-to-face meetings with the
company’s management team to get a better understanding of their goals and financial situation.
Angel investors need to ensure they understand enough about businesses to determine if founders



asking for help have a good concept that they can actually execute. “If they don’t have skill sets that
complement one another—or if they’re at odds over the company’s direction — that’s probably not
going to happen.”

One of the ways to garner more useful information is to communicate with other successful angel
investors in that industry, as they often have a good grasp over the market and the growth potential of
new businesses. This is also something you can develop yourself through experience.

Ultimately, becoming an angel investor is a very high risk that comes with the potential of very high
rewards. You need to be prepared for failure along the way, but if you do successfully invest in a
business that returns more than you put in, it can be an exhilarating experience.
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Pros and Cons of Paying Off Your Loans Early
Is there ever a wrong time to pay off a loan early?

Carrying loan debt can be stressful if you have other things you’d rather be doing with your money —
and, frankly, who doesn’t? This leads to the noble ambition of wanting to pay off your loans as early
as possible, which can pay dividends for you in terms of saving money and anxiety. However, even if
you have the means, is it always the right decision to pay off a loan or debt early? The answer may
surprise you.

The upsides of paying off loans
early

If you’ve come into some money
and can use it to pay off an
outstanding lingering debt, the
benefits of doing so are clear.
Paying off a loan that carries
interest will save you the money
that you would have spent on
interest over the remaining life of
that loan, taking money out of the
hands of your lender and putting it
back into your pocket. That money
can be better used any number of
ways, including saving, investing or
even helping to pay off other loans.

Steve Nicastro of The Fiscal Times
puts it in practical terms: Paying off
a loan early is tantamount to an
investment. If you pay off student loans that carry an interest rate of 7 percent, it’s like getting a 7
percent annual rate of return on that amount for the years you would have otherwise been paying it
down, which can add up to thousands of dollars.

Nicastro also notes that paying off a loan early lowers your debt-to-income ratio, which increases the
likelihood of being approved for a mortgage or auto loan. If you’ve gotten yourself into the habit of
paying a certain amount toward a loan every month, you can stay in the habit and pay yourself
instead, whether it’s by investing that money or putting it into your savings accounts. This approach
should have you feeling more confident about your financial outlook.

Is there a bad time to pay off early? 

Paying off a loan early seems like a win-win proposition, but there are times where it might actually be
beneficial to keep your debt intact. One such instance, pointed out by Geoff Williams in U.S. News &
World Report, is when you don’t have an extensive credit history. Building up good credit by making
monthly payments on time and whittling down your debt gradually establishes you as less of a risk to
lenders, who would use your positive credit history to determine how much to let you borrow on a
mortgage.

Also, consider the simple fact that once you pay off your debt with a lump sum of cash, that money is
no longer yours. While you’ll be free from the burden of making payments on a loan, you won’t have
that extra money available if you should need it suddenly for a medical emergency or in the event of a
job loss. If you want to pay off your loan, make sure you have a nice nest egg set aside first.

Once gone, that extra money also can’t be put to work for you. Justin Pritchard of The Balance notes
that the money used to pay off a loan in one fell swoop could instead be used to earn a degree, make
vital home improvements or even invest. These options can pay big dividends down the line, which
might offset or supersede any money you’d save on your loan’s interest payments.  

The answer to whether you should pay off a loan early or not largely depends on your financial
situation and your level of comfort with pulling the trigger. Any and all major financial decisions should
be mulled over with the utmost consideration — speak with your family about the pros and cons of
your decision, and if possible, seek out the advice of a financial professional.



your decision, and if possible, seek out the advice of a financial professional.
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Do You Qualify for Green Tax Deductions?
Going green is even easier with these tax deductions

When it comes to going green, people often think of tax incentives offered to large companies for
using more efficient systems in their office buildings. However, a number of green tax incentives are
available to individuals as well. Your answers to the following questions could make a notable impact
on your tax deductions.

Did you buy a green vehicle?

If you recently bought a fully
electric or plug-in hybrid vehicle,
the federal government offers a
Plug-in Electric Vehicle tax credit.
The U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) website says that, for
qualified vehicles, the minimum tax
credit is $2,500, but can reach up
to $7,500 based on the size of the
vehicle’s battery — the credit is
increased by $417 for every
kilowatt-hour of battery capacity
above 5 kilowatt-hours.

If you wait for too long to buy a
plug-in vehicle, this credit could be
reduced or unavailable, as it
phases out based on the number
of qualifying vehicles an automaker
sells. This data can be found on the Internal Revenue Service website.

Did you install a renewable energy source in your home?

If you install certain renewable energy sources in your home (not necessarily your primary residence),
you will also qualify for Residential Renewable Energy Tax Credit. According to the U.S. Department
of Energy, this credit includes solar water heating systems (so long as they’re for the house and not a
pool or hot tub), solar electricity, fuel cell electricity, small wind-powered electricity and geothermal
heat pumps.

Before the phase-out period, which begins on January 1, 2020, you can claim a tax credit of 30
percent of the cost of installing these systems, with no maximum, and allowing excess credit to roll
over to the next tax year. The cost includes labor for preparation, assembly, installation, piping and
wiring.

Did you renovate your home?

Installing a whole energy system isn’t the only way that home renovations can result in green tax
credits. As H&R Block points out, certain home improvements can actually qualify you for a tax credit.
There are tax credits for installing certain ENERGY STAR-certified products, including air conditioners
recognized as ENERGY STAR Most Efficient, certified metal and asphalt roofs with pigmented
coatings or cooling granules and certified water heaters. In addition, there are credits for investing in
adequate home insulation and installing energy-saving doors, windows and skylights. A full list of
qualifying renovations is available on the ENERGY STAR website.

Are there local green tax incentives available?

Local tax incentives vary widely from city to city and from state to state. These can be anything from a
township offering a small credit for green energy source installation to a utility company offering
rebates for purchasing efficient appliances. DSIRE®, an initiative originally funded by the Department
of Energy and hosted by the N.C. Clean Energy Technology Center at North Carolina State University,
maintains a database of renewable and efficiency-related local incentives by state.

This is not a comprehensive list of green tax deductions, so to find all of the green tax programs you



qualify for, look around on the Department of Energy website as well as your city, county and state
websites.
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Holiday Closings

Labor Day 

Monday, September 3rd 
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Trade Schools vs. Colleges
Which educational path is right for you — trade school or college?

The financial toll of higher education is an increasingly daunting thing to consider, but investing in
education is a smart decision that can lead to a more fulfilling life, career and earnings. Getting an
education after high school doesn’t just have to mean attending a four-year college. Attending a trade
school is also a worthwhile choice to consider in that you can learn useful, practical skills; apply those
skills toward a high-paying career; and graduate with just a fraction of the debt you’d take on at a
university.

Trade Schools

Trade, technical or vocational
schools deliver programs intended
to suit a specific career. For
example, trade school programs
can train you the skills necessary to
earn a job as a machinist, dental
hygienist, electrician, medical
assistant, massage therapist,
pharmacy technician or mechanic.
Because the curriculum at a trade
school focuses on fulfilling the
necessary requirements of specific
jobs, you can expect to graduate in
around two years’ time. Less time
spent in school means less money
spent and a quicker turnaround
time for joining the workforce.

What’s more, Mel Bondar writes for
U.S. News & World Report that trade schools don’t cost nearly as much as a four-year university.
According to Bondar, the comprehensive cost of attending a vocational school averages out to around
$33,000, which is roughly equivalent to the cost of a single year of college. Because of the specific
career aim and trajectory, job-placement opportunities for vocational school graduates also tend to be
higher.

Although trade schools will have you securing a paycheck quicker and for less tuition than a traditional
college, they might not be setting you up for long-term career success. “General Education,
Vocational Education, and Labor-Market Outcomes over the Lifecycle,” a study conducted by Eric A.
Hanushek, Guido Schwerdt, Ludger Woessmann and Lei Zhang, finds that skills taught by vocational
schools age and become obsolete much more quickly than those skills taught at a traditional
university.  

Colleges

A typical college education typically takes a minimum of four years to complete, which means that it is
a significant — though often fruitful — time investment. Instead of preparing you for a specific job as
trade schools do, a college education exposes you to a wide range of subjects. Whether you are sure
of your major the moment you step foot on campus or are unsure of what you’d like to pursue, a
college education delivers a wealth of knowledge, choices and avenues to find your calling.

Because a college degree typically requires twice the time than a trade school, you’ll be investing
more time, energy and money into your educational pursuits. Even with scholarships and financial aid,
most students will have to take out loans to cover the cost of tuition. A bright student’s options can be
limited by the amount of financial aid that they would receive against a more prestigious university’s
higher tuition costs, whereas there isn’t often so much variance in tuition between vocational schools
focusing on the same fields.

Even though the time spent is greater and the financial cost is higher, a college degree can translate
into higher earnings later in your career. The experience of going to college and living on campus is
also often an essential part of the growth process, teaching young adults the necessary social skills



that will become necessary in their professional lives.

Whether you choose to attend a trade school or college, your pursuit of learning should never end. If
you want to go back to school for personal advancement or to pursue a new professional avenue,
know that there are no age limits holding you back. 
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How to Establish Good Social Media Practices with
Your Kids
Help your kids be smart and safe while being social online

In a world where it seems everyone is sharing daily life with an audience, it makes sense that your kid
would want to join in on the fun. You know well, however, that social media isn’t all fun and games.
Although it has the power to connect, inform and engage people like never before, social media can
also put your child in potentially dangerous situations. With your guidance, your child can safely
navigate the pitfalls and celebrate the joys of social media.

Don’t rush

Today’s youth is increasingly
connected via smartphones, tablets
and other devices, but it’s important
to remember age limits are typically
in place to prevent younger
children from using social media.
Facebook, for example, requires
anyone opening an account to be
at least 13 years of age, and
requests users to report anyone
not abiding by that rule. The age of
13 is the norm across several
platforms, while others like
YouTube will only allow
13-year-olds to sign up with a
parent’s consent.

Even if you feel your child is ready
for social media at a younger age,
you should always operate within a platform’s terms of service. If you find your child has registered a
social media account before you feel they are ready and it is against the rules of a site, use it as a
teaching moment with respect to the importance of following rules.

Communicate dos and don’ts

The concept that the entire world can see whatever you post is challenging enough to grasp for
adults, let alone children. Therefore, it’s essential to spell out the consequences — both good and bad
— of posting things online. Stress that nothing ever truly disappears from the internet, and that posting
things in the heat of a moment or emotion can end up hurting or embarrassing your child in the long
run. KidsHealth recommends guiding your children to think twice before posting anything to social
media; have them ask if what they’re getting ready to put online is the kind of thing they want their
teachers, future employers and grandparents to see.  

You will also want to ensure your child understands that revealing personal information like your
address, phone number and vacation plans is a definite no-no. Your kids know better than to talk to
strangers in the real world, and KidsHealth suggests reminding them not to talk to or befriend
strangers in the digital world as well. Parenting’s Jeana Lee Tahnk also notes you’ll want to inform
your children they shouldn’t fill out any pop-up questionnaires or quizzes or click on random links that
promise big prizes.

Establish responsibilities and consequences

If you want your child to be a responsible social media user, it’s imperative you establish clear rules
and consequences of disregarding those rules. According to Tahnk, the most effective method of
ensuring everyone is on the same page is to draw up a contract outlining your expectations, your
child’s responsibilities online and what happens if he doesn’t abide by the contract. If you prefer
something a bit less officious, you can come to a verbal agreement. Take the time to make yourself
expressly clear and to answer any questions your child might have.

There’s a lot to love about social media, but when it comes to young children, there’s nearly as much



to loathe. With these practices, you can help your child stay safe and be smart in the digital world.
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Upcoming Fall TV Premieres
Tune into these new television series arriving this fall

The fall television season is exciting each year, with new programs being added into weekly
schedules on a variety of channels. This year has been quite busy and newsworthy for television, with
multiple reboots making headlines and new shows from well-known producers heading to the small
screen. Here are five shows you’ll want to check out when they premiere.

“FBI”

Fans of the “Law & Order”
franchise should be pleased to
know that Dick Wolf is at it again
with a new drama series on CBS
starring Missy Peregrym and “Law
& Order” alum Jeremy Sisto. “FBI”
is a fast-paced show that follows
the inner workings of the New York
FBI office as the agents work to
solve crimes happening in and
around the city. Not many
additional details have been
released, but the trailer for the
show portrays Peregrym and Sisto
rushing to figure out the cause of
multiple timed bombings within the
city.

“Happy Together”

Another big name is coming to CBS, but not necessarily one you would expect. Singer Harry Styles is
taking on a new role of executive producer for the show “Happy Together,” starring Damon Wayans Jr.
and Amber Stevens West. The series is very loosely based on the time when Styles was first stepping
into the limelight and temporarily lived on the couch of filmmaker, producer and friend Ben Winston.
Felix Mallard portrays pop star Cooper James, who, in a time of crisis, asks to live with his accountant
(Wayans Jr.) and his wife (Stevens West).  

“Star Wars Resistance”

The Disney Channel is looking to expand on the most popular movie franchise with a new animated
show, “Star Wars Resistance.” Set just a few years prior to “Star Wars: The Force Awakens,” this new
series follows the heroic exploits of newcomer Kazuda Xiono, a pilot for the Resistance. Big names
like Bobby Moynihan and Donald Faison will play main characters while Oscar Isaac and Gwendoline
Christie have been confirmed as series guests to reprise their roles as Poe Dameron and Captain
Phasma, respectively. Of course, viewers can expect to see the lovable droid, BB-8.

“The Rookie”

Nathan Fillion became well-known for his charismatic presence on popular shows like “Firefly” and
“Castle.” ABC is capitalizing on his success by having him star in the new police drama “The Rookie,”
where Fillion portrays a middle-aged man who decides to enroll in the Los Angeles Police Academy
after experiencing a life-altering incident. Series creator Alexi Hawley worked with Fillion on “Castle,”
so there are high hopes from critics for this new show.

“New Amsterdam”

Of course, it wouldn’t be prime-time television if there wasn’t another new medical drama introduced
into the bunch. “New Amsterdam,” premiering on NBC, follows the life of Dr. Max Goodwin (Ryan
Eggold), the new medical director for Bellevue Hospital as he plans to tear down the restrictive
bureaucracy of the system in order to get patients the medical care they need. “Grey’s Anatomy”
producer and director Peter Horton is at the helm of this drama, along with David Schulner of
“Desperate Housewives.”



There are quite a few new television shows to get excited about this fall. Plan your days accordingly
and set aside some time — or set your DVR — to check out these upcoming series.
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Choosing the Right Paint Colors
How to pick paint colors like a pro

Picking colors to paint a room can feel like an overwhelming task, and the stakes are high — the
choices you make will affect the space you live in day after day. With so many options out there,
what’s the best way to make the right decision? Here are some tips to make that process a little easier.

Consider the room’s mood and
feel

Before choosing a paint color for a
room, consider how you want to
use the room and how you want it
to feel. For example, if you want
your bedroom to be a calm and
restful haven, DIY Network
suggests choosing cooler colors
like greens and blues or warm, light
colors like soft yellow. If you want
your living room to be an elegant
and sophisticated space for
entertaining, you might try varying
shades of rich neutral colors. If you
want a room to seem more
spacious or a ceiling to seem
higher, that effect is best achieved
with lighter colors.

Keep existing décor in mind

Before diving into the color selection process, the Washington Post recommends thinking about the
room’s other elements. You’ll want to select a color that complements the existing curtains, flooring,
furniture and furnishings. Even if you’re completely redecorating and refurnishing the room, it’s more
effective to choose the paint color based on the room’s other elements instead of the other way
around.

Remember the big picture

As you decide on colors for an individual room, don’t forget to take into account how that scheme will
fit in with the rest of your living space. According to Freshome, if each room has a unique style that
doesn’t flow with other parts of the house, it can create a jarring, busy effect as you transition
between rooms. For a more cohesive feel, make sure that colors in different parts of the house
harmonize with each other. This is especially important if your home is built with an open floor plan.

Take advantage of online tools

Once you have some color ideas in mind, you can head to the paint store for paper samples.
However, modern technology can help take some of the guesswork out of this process. Many paint
manufacturers provide online tools that let you upload photos of your to-be-painted room and test how
it will look with different colors. There are also a variety of smartphone apps out there to help you find,
identify and match paint colors.

Consider paint finish, too

As you’re selecting paint, keep in mind that the finish will also have a major impact on how the color
interacts with the light and how it fits with the purpose of the room. Here’s how Freshome breaks it
down: Flat finishes are less shiny but harder to clean, making them poor choices for kitchens and
bathrooms. Eggshell finish and satin finish are in the middle, while semi-gloss and high-gloss finishes
provide a higher level of shine and are easier to clean.

Test before committing

Colors can look very different online or at the paint store than they do in your home. A color that
looked perfect under the store’s bright lighting might appear very different in your home.  You’ll also



looked perfect under the store’s bright lighting might appear very different in your home.  You’ll also
want to see how colors look in your home during the light of day or after dark. So, before you buy
several expensive cans of paint, ask for smaller samples. You can try them on a wall in the room
you’re painting to make sure they meet your expectations.

Finding the right paint for the rooms in your house doesn’t have to be a stressful experience.
Equipped with these tips, you’ll soon be ready to enjoy your redecorated living space.
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Wellness Checks to Schedule before School Starts
Make sure to schedule these health checks before autumn arrives

Going back to school is a stressful time for parents; particularly when making sure your children have
all of the supplies they need for their classes, as well as the best clothes and nutritious meals. One
thing you should definitely address before your children get to the classroom is their health and
wellness.

General wellness visit

The first wellness check the
American Academy of Pediatrics
(AAP) recommends is a general
checkup, often called a wellness
visit or a well-child visit. The
checkup’s focus changes from year
to year as your child gets older,
often including checks for
developmental abnormalities,
measuring the child’s height/weight
and watching out for any problems
that are common in your family.
This visit should include the doctor
checking your child’s psychological
and behavioral development too,
asking about school performance,
friendships and socialization. At
older ages, they will address
adolescent issues like drinking,
smoking, drugs, sexual activity and depression.

Sports physical

In addition to a general wellness visit, if your child plans to participate in sporting activities, the AAP
says it is a good idea (and often also required by the school) to schedule a sports physical. These
allow the doctor to address issues specific to high physical activity, such as rehabilitating any existing
injuries, getting proper nutrition and choosing healthy training and exercise programs.

Immunizations

Immunization is important to preventing certain serious diseases in children, and is especially
important in school, where many children meet in the same place. Thus, the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention recommends particular vaccinations in children 4 to 6 years old and 11 to 12
years old. In addition, many schools require students to be up-to-date on their immunizations to enroll
in the first place.

Vision

Children who can’t see properly are certain to have a harder time in school, and vision problems are
easier to treat when detected early. In particular, The Children’s Clinic recommends vision checks for
younger children, as some of the more serious eye problems like amblyopia can cause permanent
vision damage by age 7 or 8.

These checks are especially important because, oftentimes, a child will not realize a problem exists.
Kaiser Permanente’s Physician in Chief and Director of Audiology and Eye Care Philip Paros, OD,
says, “Children may not complain of not being able to see clearly, which makes exams even more
important.” He recommends watching for signs of vision problems, like recurring headaches while
reading, sitting too close to the TV, squinting at distant objects or slipping behind in reading ability.

Hearing

As with vision problems, hearing problems can easily cause a child to have difficulty in school. Also, if
left untreated, issues can arise such as delayed speech, language acquisition or social-emotional and



behavioral problems. With early treatment, though, The Children’s Clinic says children with hearing
loss have significantly better developmental outcomes, allowing them to progress at an
age-appropriate pace.

Scheduling these wellness checks before school begins can help prevent issues in both the short
term and the long term, giving your child a much better chance at a happy, healthy life.
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